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COMBINATORIAL STRUCTURE OF COLORED HOMFLY-PT
POLYNOMIALS FOR TORUS KNOTS
P. DUNIN-BARKOWSKI, A. POPOLITOV, S. SHADRIN, AND A. SLEPTSOV
Abstract. We rewrite the (extended) Ooguri-Vafa partition function for col-
ored HOMFLY-PT polynomials for torus knots in terms of the free-fermion
(semi-infinite wedge) formalism, making it very similar to the generating func-
tion for double Hurwitz numbers. This allows us to conjecture the combina-
torial meaning of full expansion of the correlation differentials obtained via
the topological recursion on the Brini-Eynard-Marin˜o spectral curve for the
colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of torus knots.
This correspondence suggests a structural combinatorial result for the ex-
tended Ooguri-Vafa partition function. Namely, its coefficients should have
a quasi-polynomial behavior, where non-polynomial factors are given by the
Jacobi polynomials. We prove this quasi-polynomiality in a purely combina-
torial way. In addition to that, we show that the (0,1)- and (0,2)-functions on
the corresponding spectral curve are in agreement with the extension of the
colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials data.
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1. Introduction
In 1989 Witten considered the 3D Chern-Simons quantum field theory and
pointed out the existence of polynomial invariants of knots and links colored by
the representations of Lie groups [43]. Based on his paper Reshetikhin and Turaev
in [40] defined these polynomial invariants rigorously with the help of quantum
groups and the R-matrix approach. The colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial corre-
sponds to the slpNq case that plays a central role in the theory of knot polynomials.
In the case of torus knots, a formula for the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial has
a clear symmetric group character interpretation, called the Rosso-Jones formula. It
was first derived in [41] and later, independently, in [31]. The Rosso-Jones formula
allows to embed the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of torus knots in the realm
of KP integrability, as it is done in [32, 34]. In particular, it allows to represent
the Ooguri-Vafa partition function [39] as an action of cut-and-join operators on
a trivial KP tau-function [35]. In the case of torus knots, this representation is
especially simple.
Our first result relates explicitly the Ooguri-Vafa partition function of [34] to a
particular specialization of the partition function of double Hurwitz numbers [37].
This way we get a representation of the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials in terms
of the semi-infinite wedge formalism [25], but in fact we get a more general formula
that has more parameters. To be more precise, our extended partition function Zext
depends on the variables p˜m, m “ 1, 2, . . . , and the original Ooguri-Vafa partition
function of the pQ,P q-torus knot is obtained by specialization p˜m “ 0 for m not
divisible by Q:
Zextpp˜q “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
Ai ´A´i
e
iuQ
2P ´ e´ iuQ2P
¨ αi
i
¸
exp puF2q exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´j p˜j
j
¸G
.
Here A is the parameter of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial, and u is the parameter
that controls the genus expansion of logZext. The necessary definitions from the
semi-infinite wedge formalism, in particular, the meaning of the operators α˘j and
F2, we recall below.
The specialization of the partition function for double Hurwitz number that
we obtain as an extension of the Ooguri-Vafa partition function is most natural to
consider in the realm of the spectral curve topological recursion [21], see also [1, 2, 9,
10, 22]. Brini, Eynard, and Marin˜o represented in [7] the coefficients of the genus
expansion of the logarithm of the Ooguri-Vafa partition function for the pQ,P q-
knot as particular coefficients of formal expansion of certain differential forms ωg,n
satisfying topological recursion on the curve
xpUq “ Q logU ` P
”
log
´
1´AP {Q`1U
¯
´ log
´
1´AP {Q´1U
¯ı
;
ypUq “ γ logU ` Pγ ` 1
Q
”
log
´
1´AP {Q`1U
¯
´ log
´
1´AP {Q´1U
¯ı
.
Here U is a global coordinate on the rational curve, and γ is an integer number
chosen such that Pγ ` 1 is divisible by Q. One has to consider the expansions
of ωg,n in Λ :“ X´1{Q, X “ exppxq, near the point X “ 8, and the coefficients
of the Ooguri-Vafa partition function correspond to the integer powers of X´1,
namely, the coefficient of u2g´2`n
śn
i“1 p˜Qli in logZ
ext is equal, up to a universal
combinatorial factor, to the coefficient of
śn
i“1 Λ
Qli
i in the expansion of ωg,n.
The status of this claim of Brini-Eynard-Marin˜o is the following. In [7] it is
formulated as a conjecture, and it is derived using a matrix model representation of
the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of torus knots. Since that time the matrix
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models technique was developed in a number of papers, see [3, 4, 5], and these
works make the derivation of Brini-Eynard-Marin˜o mathematically rigorous.
We conjecture that our extension of the Ooguri-Vafa partition function satisfies
the topological recursion on the same spectral curve. Namely, we conjecture that the
coefficient of u2g´2`n
śn
i“1 p˜mi in logZ
ext is equal, up to a universal combinatorial
factor, to the coefficient of
śn
i“1 Λ
mi
i in the expansion of ωg,n for all m1, . . . ,mn,
not only those divisible by Q. We verify this conjecture for the unstable terms
pg, nq “ p0, 1q and p0, 2q.
The main result of this paper is a quasi-polynomiality statement for the co-
efficients u2g´2`n
śn
i“1 p˜mi in logZ
ext, for any m1, . . . ,mn. This includes new
combinatorial structural results for the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of torus
knots, but in fact it is a more general statement. We prove that these coefficients
can be represented asÿ
pi1,...,inq
Pt0,1un
Ci1,...,inpm1, . . . ,mnq
nź
j“1
p´1qmjAmjp PQ´1qPpmjp
P
Q
´1q`ij ,1q
mj´1´ij
p1´ 2A2q,
where Pα,βn pxq are the Jacobi polynomials, and Ci1,...,in are polynomials of finite
degree that depends only on g and n. Substituting m1, . . . ,mn divisible by Q in this
formula, we obtain a combinatorial structural result for the colored HOMFLY-PT
of the pQ,P q-torus knot.
There are several sources of interest for this type of expansions. First observation
of this type in Hurwitz theory goes back to ELSV-formula [18] for simple Hurwitz
numbers given that represents a simple Hurwitz number in genus g depending on
n multiplicities m1, . . . ,mn as Cpm1, . . . ,mnq
śn
j“1
m
mi
i
mi!
, for certain polynomials
C “ Cg,n representing the intersection theory of the moduli space of curves. There
are some further results and conjectures relating Hurwitz theory to the intersection
theory of the moduli space of curves, see, for instance, [24, 45, 42, 6]. The question
of principle importance is whether a quasi-polynomiality property, natural from
the point of view of algebraic geometry behind Hurwitz theory, can be derived in
a combinatorial way, since it is a purely combinatorial property of purely combi-
natorial objects. For instance, for single Hurwitz numbers it was an open question
for 15 years, since the ELSV formula was first introduced, until it was settled in
two different ways in [13, 28] (see also a discussion in [29]). Nowadays there are
more of purely combinatorial results of this type, see, for instance, [28], where the
conjectures of [11, 12] are resolved, as well as [14, 27] for more examples of this
type of statements.
The quasi-polynomial structure has appeared to be also very important from
the point of view of topological recursion [21]. It is proved in [20], see also [17],
that the correlation differential obtained by topological recursion have the structure
given by
śn
j“1 dxj
ř
Ci1,...,inp ddx1 , . . . , ddxn q
śn
j“1 ξij pxjq, where the indices i1, . . . , in
enumerate the critical points of function x on the curve, Ci1,...,in are certain polyno-
mials, and ξi are certain canonically defined functions on the spectral curve. This
structure of correlation differentials is equivalent to the quasi-polynomiality of their
expansion in a suitable coordinate (for example, in x near x “ 0, x´1 near x “ 8,
or ex near ex “ 0). So, in particular in our case the quasi-polynomiality structure
means that the n-point functions corresponding to logZext are expansion in e´x{Q
near e´x{Q “ 0 of Ci1,...,inp ddx1 , . . . , ddxn q
śn
j“1 ξij pxjq, where ξ1 and ξ2 are some
functions canonically associated to the curve.
In this framework it is interesting to review the previously known non-polynomial
parts of the quasi-polynomial formulas in Hurwitz theory. All of them are proved to
be connected to ξ-function expansions. Typically we have r ě 1 critical points of x,
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and there is a natural basis of r ξ-functions, called flat basis due to its connection
to flat coordinates in the theory of Frobenius manifold [15, 16]. We have [28, 27]:
q-orbifold p-spin Hurwitz numbers pr “ pqq : m
t m
pq
u
tm
pq
u!
r-orbifold monotone Hurwitz numbers:
ˆ
m` tm
r
u
m
˙
r-orbifold strictly monotone Hurwitz numbers:
ˆ
m´ 1
tm
r
u
˙
So, in all these cases there is a unique formula for the non-polynomial part, which
reflects the fact that for each m there is just one function ξ (out of r functions that
form a flat basis) that can contribute to the corresponding term of the expansion
of the correlation differentials. In the case of the specialization of double Hurwitz
numbers that we consider in this paper, r “ 2, and there are two possible non-
polynomial terms for each m:
p´1qmAmp PQ´1qPpmp
P
Q
´1q,1q
m´1 p1 ´ 2A2q
and p´1qmAmp PQ´1qPpmp
P
Q
´1q`1,1q
m´2 p1 ´ 2A2q
These non-polynomial terms are mixed in the expansions of correlators in all possi-
ble ways, which, along with the fact that non-polynomiality is given by the values
of Jacobi polynomials, makes this case really very special and challenging. From
that point of view, the relation of Zext to the Ooguri-Vafa partition function for
the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of the pQ,P q-torus knots is just an extra
nice property.
1.1. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we recall basic facts regarding the free
fermions/semi-infinite wedge formalism.
In Section 3 we extend the Ooguri-Vafa partition function for the colored HOMFLY-
PT polynomials for torus knots in a way that allows us to rewrite it in terms of
the semi-infinite wedge formalism, which makes it quite similar to the generating
function of double Hurwitz numbers.
In Section 4 we recall the spectral curve introduced in [7] and we derive the form
of the so-called ξ-functions (in the general context these functions were defined in
[20], see also [17, 30]) on this curve. These ξ-functions turn out to be related to
Jacobi polynomials.
In Section 5 we recall the definition and some known properties of Jacobi poly-
nomials. Then we derive some new properties and relations which are needed for
the subsequent sections.
In Section 6 we express the coefficients Kµ1,...,µn of the expansion of the extended
Ooguri-Vafa partition function as semi-infinite wedge correlators of products of cer-
tain operators called A-operators. Then we prove that matrix elements of these
operators are polylinear combinations of ξ-functions that are rational in the argu-
ments of the operators, i.e. in µi.
In Section 7 we prove a theorem that states that the connected correlators of
A-operators are polynomial in µ1, . . . , µn. This theorem, together with its refor-
mulation found in the subsequent section, is the main result of the present paper.
In Section 8 we provide an alternative formulation of the main theorem of the
present paper. In this alternative form, our main theorem states that in the stable
case, i.e., for 2g´2`n ą 0, the connected pg, nq-coefficients of the extended Ooguri-
Vafa partition function can be organized into multidifferentials on the spectral curve
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which are finite polylinear combinations of differentials of derivatives of the ξ-
functions. This is a key ingredient required for a combinatorial proof of topological
recursion in the vein of [13, 14, 28, 27].
In Section 9 we match the unstable connected pg, nq-correlators of the extended
Ooguri-Vafa partition function with the basic data of the spectral curve. This are
the initial conditions required for the full topological recursion statement.
In Section 10 we derive a differential-difference operator that annihilates the wave
function obtained from the extended Ooguri-Vafa partition function by principle
specialization. The dequantization of this differential-difference operator gives the
spectral curve of Brini-Eynard-Marin˜o.
1.2. Acknowledgments. We thank Gae¨tan Borot and Andrea Brini for useful
discussions clarifying for us the current status of the result of [7]. We thank Tom
Koornwinder for his advice on q-hypergeometric functions and Jacobi polynomials.
In particular, Tom observed that some of our propositions have a natural interpre-
tation and an alternative proof in terms of the so-called Meixner polynomials, so
Remarks 5.4 and 5.6 are due to him.
S.S. was supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research. A.P.
and A.S. were supported by the Russian Science Foundation (Grant No. 16-12-
10344). P.D.-B. was supported by RFBR grant 16-31-60044-mol a dk and partially
supported by RFBR grant 18-01-00461.
2. Semi-infinite wedge preliminaries
In this section we remind the reader of some facts about semi-infinite wedge
space. For more details see e. g. [13].
Let V be an infinite dimensional vector space with a basis labeled by the half
integers. Denote the basis vector labeled by m{2 by m{2, so V “ÀiPZ` 1
2
i.
Definition 2.1. The semi-infinite wedge space V is the span of all wedge products
of the form
(1) i1 ^ i2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨
for any decreasing sequence of half integers pikq such that there is an integer c
(called the charge) with ik` k´ 12 “ c for k sufficiently large. We denote the inner
product associated with this basis by p¨, ¨q.
The zero charge subspace V0 Ă V of the semi-infinite wedge space is the space
of all wedge products of the form (1) such that
(2) ik ` k “ 1
2
for k sufficiently large.
Remark 2.2. An element of V0 is of the form
λ1 ´ 1
2
^ λ2 ´ 3
2
^ ¨ ¨ ¨
for some integer partition λ. This follows immediately from condition (2). Thus,
we canonically have a basis for V0 labeled by all integer partitions.
Notation 2.3. We denote by vλ the vector labeled by a partition λ. The vector
labeled by the empty partition is called the vacuum vector and denoted by |0y “
vH “ ´ 12 ^´ 32 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Definition 2.4. If P is an operator on V0, then we define the vacuum expectation
value of P by xPy :“ x0|P |0y, where x0| is the dual of the vacuum vector with
respect to the inner product p¨, ¨q, and called the covacuum vector. We will also
refer to these vacuum expectation values as (disconnected) correlators.
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Let us define some operators on the infinite wedge space.
Definition 2.5. Let k be any half integer. Then the operator ψk : V Ñ V is defined
by ψk : pi1 ^ i2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ q ÞÑ pk ^ i1 ^ i2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ q. It increases the charge by 1.
The operator ψ˚k is defined to be the adjoint of the operator ψk with respect to
the inner product p¨, ¨q.
Definition 2.6. The normally ordered products of ψ-operators are defined in the
following way
(3) Eij :“ :ψiψ˚j : :“
#
ψiψ
˚
j , if j ą 0
´ψ˚j ψi if j ă 0 .
This operator does not change the charge and can be restricted to V0. Its action on
the basis vectors vλ can be described as follows: :ψiψ
˚
j : checks if vλ contains j as a
wedge factor and if so replaces it by i. Otherwise it yields 0. In the case i “ j ą 0,
we have :ψiψ
˚
j :pvλq “ vλ if vλ contains j and 0 if it does not; in the case i “ j ă 0,
we have :ψiψ
˚
j :pvλq “ ´vλ if vλ does not contain j and 0 if it does. These are the
only two cases where the normal ordering is important.
Definition 2.7. Let n P Z be any integer. We define an operator Enpzq depending
on a formal variable z by
Enpzq :“
ÿ
kPZ` 1
2
ezpk´
n
2
qEk´n,k ` δn,0
ζpzq .(4)
In some situations it is also useful to consider the operator rEnpzq given byrEnpzq :“ ÿ
kPZ` 1
2
ezpk´
n
2
qEk´n,k.(5)
So, rEnpzq “ Enpzq for n ­“ 0, and in the case n “ 0 the difference of these two
operators is the scalar multiplication by ζpzq´1.
A useful formula for the commutator of these operators is given in [38]:
rEapzq, Ebpwqs “ ζpaw ´ bzqEa`bpz ` wq,(6)
where ζpzq :“ ez{2 ´ e´z{2. The same formula remains true if we use one or tworE-operators on the left hand side instead of E-operators.
Definition 2.8. In what follows we will use the following operator:
F2 :“
ÿ
kPZ` 1
2
k2
2
Ek,k “ rz2srE0pzq.(7)
Here rz2s denotes operation of taking the coefficient in front of z2. We use this
notation throughout the paper.
Definition 2.9. We will also need the following operators:
αk :“ Ekp0q, k ‰ 0.
Note the following fact regarding the commutators of these operators:
(8) rαk, αms “ kδk`m,0.
Also note that
αk|0y “ 0, k ą 0;(9)
x0|αk “ 0, k ă 0.
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3. Rosso-Jones formula as free-fermion average
In this section we show that in the case of torus knots the Ooguri-Vafa generating
function of the colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials can be extended, by adding
additional parameters, to a partition function that is natural from the point of
view of the theory of double Hurwitz numbers. The Ooguri-Vafa partition function
is then recovered by setting all additional parameters to 0.
The colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials of torus knots and links are known ex-
plicitly due to a result of Rosso and Jones [41]. The HOMFLY-PT polynomials are
knot invariants, i.e. they are invariant under the three Reidemeister moves defined
on planar diagrams of knots. However, in many applications the HOMFLY-PT
polynomials should be multiplied by an extra factor, which is not invariant under
the first Reidemeister move. For this reason one can distinguish the topological
HOMFLY-PT polynomials and various non-topological ones; different choices of
common factors are called framings. Adapting the physics terminology, we can say
that we consider HOMFLY-PT polynomials in topological framing, or in a so-called
vertical one, or any other. In this paper we need a very specific choice of framing,
which provides a consistency of knot invariants with the correlation differentials on
the underlying spectral curve. We call it the spectral framing.
Definition 3.1. Let T rQ,P s be a torus knot. Then its colored HOMFLY-PT
polynomial in the spectral framing is defined by the following variation of the
Rosso-Jones formula:
(10) HRpT rQ,P s; q, Aq :“ AP |R| ¨
ÿ
R1$Q|R|
cR1R q
2κR
P
Q s˚R1pq, Aq,
where the coefficients cR1R are integer numbers determined by the equation
(11)
lź
i“1
sRppQ|R|, pQp|R|´1q, . . . , pQq “
ÿ
R1$Q|R|
cR1R ¨ sR1pp|R1|, p|R1|´1, . . . , p1q.
(they are called Adams coefficients). The functions sR are the Schur polynomials,
and s˚R :“ sR|pi“p˚i , where
p˚i “
Ai ´A´i
qi ´ q´i .(12)
(this substitution is called the restriction to the topological locus).
Now let us omit the restriction to the topological locus (12) and define an ex-
tended colored HOMFLY-PT polynomial, which is no longer a knot invariant, but
is still a braid invariant.
Definition 3.2. The extended colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials in the spectral
framing are defined as
(13) HRpT rQ,P s; pq :“ AP |R| ¨
ÿ
R1$Q|R|
cR1R q
2κR
P
Q sR1ppq.
Definition 3.3. The Ooguri-Vafa partition function for the torus knot T rQ,P s is
Zpp, p¯q :“
ÿ
R
HRpT rQ,P s; pq sRpp¯q.(14)
Note that we use the extended HOMFLY-PT polynomials in the definition of the
partition function. The original Ooguri-Vafa partition function [39] can be easily
restored by the restriction to the topological locus (12).
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Definition 3.4. The topological Ooguri-Vafa partition function for the torus knot
T rQ,P s is defined by
(15) Zpp¯q :“ Zpp˚, p¯q
Following [34] we rewrite the Ooguri-Vafa partition function in terms of the
cut-and-join operator.
Definition 3.5. The second cut-and-join operator Wˆ2ppq in rescaledMiwa variables
pk, k “ 1, 2, . . . , is defined as follows:
(16) Wˆ2ppq “ 1
2
8ÿ
a,b“1
ˆ
pa` bqpapb BBpa`b ` abpa`b
B2
BpaBpb
˙
Under the boson-fermion correspondence it corresponds to the operator F2, de-
fined above. Its a very well-known property [37], see also [33], that the Schur
polynomials sRppq are the eigenfunctions of this operator:
Wˆ2ppq sRppq “ κR sRppq, κR “
ÿ
pi,jqPR
pi´ jq.(17)
Lemma 3.6 ([34]). The substitution ~ “ 2 log q allows to rewrite the Ooguri-Vafa
partition function for the torus knot T rQ,P s in terms of cut-and-join operators:
Zpp, p¯q “ exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
Wˆ2ppq
˙
exp
˜
8ÿ
k“1
pkQp¯kA
kP
k
¸
.(18)
Proof. Let us substitute the formula for the HOMFLY-PT polynomials from Defi-
nition 3.2 in the Ooguri-Vafa partition function (14) and use the property (17) of
the cut-and-join operator. We have:
Zpp, p¯q “
ÿ
R
sRpp¯qAP |R| ¨
ÿ
R1$Q|R|
cR1R q
2κR
P
Q sR1ppq(19)
“
ÿ
R
sRpp¯qAP |R| ¨
´
qWˆ2ppq
P
Q ¨
ÿ
R1$Q|R|
cR1R sR1ppq
¯
.
Then we use formula (11):
Zpp, p¯q “
ÿ
R
sRpp¯qAP |R| qWˆ2ppq PQ sRptpkQuq(20)
“ qWˆ2ppq PQ
ÿ
R
sRpp¯qAP |R| sRptpkQuq
“ exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
Wˆ2ppq
˙
exp
˜
8ÿ
k“1
pkQp¯kA
kP
k
¸
.

Our next step is to represent the Ooguri-Vafa partition function via an action
of some operators on the infinite wedge space. It is our starting point to reveal the
combinatorial structure of colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials for torus knots.
Theorem 3.7. The Ooguri-Vafa partition function has the following representation
in terms of a semi-infinite wedge average with operators F2 and αk introduced in
the Definitions 2.8 and 2.9:
Zpp, p¯q “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jpj
j
¸
exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
F2
˙
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αiQpp¯i ¨QAiP q
iQ
¸G
.(21)
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Proof. Consider the expression given in Lemma 3.6. The cut-and-join operator is
applied to the function that can be represented as
exp
˜
8ÿ
k“1
pkQp¯kA
kP
k
¸
“
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jpjQ
j
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip¯iA
iP
i
¸G
.(22)
This representation follows from the commutation relations for the α-operators (8)
and their action on the vacuum and covacuum (9).
Observe, however, that we can represent it using a slightly different average
(using the α-operators with the indices divisible by Q and rescaling one of the
denominators): C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jQpjQ
jQ
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αiQp¯iA
iP
i
¸G
.(23)
The sum in the left exponent now runs over p with Q-divisible indices. However, we
can safely substitute it for the sum of all pj ’s – thanks to the commutation relations
between α’s the operators with the indices non divisible by Q won’t contribute.
Thus, the OV partition function becomes
Zpp, p¯q “ exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
Wˆ2ppq
˙C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jpj
j
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αiQpp¯i ¨QAiP q
iQ
¸G
(24)
“
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jpj
j
¸
exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
F2
˙
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αiQpp¯i ¨QAiP q
iQ
¸G
,
where in the last equality we used the boson-fermion correspondence [23] to bring
the cut-and-join operator inside the average (where it becomes the operatorF2). 
The expression (21) is already very close to a generating function for double
Hurwitz numbers – except for a peculiar sum in the right exponential. We can
mend this by introducing additional parameters p¯i{Q, with fractional indices.
Definition 3.8. The extended Ooguri-Vafa partition function is
Zextpp, p¯q “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´jpj
j
¸
exp
ˆ
~
P
Q
F2
˙
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αipp¯i{QQAiP {Qq
i
¸G
(25)
Note that Zpp, p¯q is recovered from Zextpp, p¯q by keeping only p¯i{Q with integer
indices.
Let us introduce the following useful piece of notation:
Notation 3.9.
p˜i :“ p¯i{QQAiP {Q, i ě 1,(26)
u :“ P
Q
~,(27)
ζpzq :“ ez{2 ´ e´z{2,(28)
b :“ P
Q
,(29)
a :“ A2.(30)
Recall that we are interested in the restriction of Zextpp, p¯q to the topological
locus, i.e. to p “ p˚, where
p˚i “
Ai ´A´i
e~i{2 ´ e´~i{2 “
Ai ´A´i
ζpiuQ{P q .
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Then, substituting new notations in Definition 3.8 we obtain:
Zextpp˜q “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2q exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´j p˜j
j
¸G
.(31)
Let us expand Zextpp˜q in p¯. For an integer partition µ “ pµ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µkq denote
(32) Kµpuq :“ Q´n BBp¯µ1{Q
. . .
B
Bp¯µk{Q
Zextpp¯q
ˇˇˇˇ
p¯“0
,
i.e. up to a factor equal to the order of the automorphism group of µ and a
multiple of Q, Kµpuq is the coefficient in front of the monomial p¯µ1{Q . . . p¯µk{Q in
the expansion of Zextpp¯q.
4. The BEM spectral curve
4.1. Spectral curve. Brini, Eynard and Marin˜o introduced in [7] the following
spectral curve associated to the torus knot T rQ,P s:
xpUq “ Q logU ` P log
´
1´AP {Q`1U
¯
´ P log
´
1´AP {Q´1U
¯
(33)
ypUq “ γ
Q
xpUq ` 1
Q
log
´
1´AP {Q`1U
¯
´ 1
Q
log
´
1´AP {Q´1U
¯
Here the constant γ is chosen in such a way thatˆ
Q P
γ δ
˙
P Slp2,Zq.(34)
The functions ex and ey are meromorphic on the curve, and U is a global coordinate
(the curve has genus zero). The Bergman kernel is the unique Bergman kernel for
a genus zero curve and is equal to
dU1dU2
pU1 ´ U2q2 .
Denote
X :“ exppxq “ UQ
ˆ
1´AP {Q`1U
1´AP {Q´1U
˙P
,(35)
Λ :“ X1{Q “ U
ˆ
1´AP {Q`1U
1´AP {Q´1U
˙P {Q
.
The function xpUq has two critical points u0 ˘∆u with
u0 “ 1
2Ab`1
`
1`A2 ` bpA2 ´ 1q˘(36)
p∆uq2 “ 1
4A2b`2
`
A2 ´ 1˘ `pb` 1q2A2 ´ pb´ 1q2˘
It is convenient to use in the rest of the paper the variable
λ :“ log Λ “ 1
Q
logX.(37)
The correlation multidifferentials ωg,npU1, . . . , Unq on the curve are defined through
the topological recursion procedure [22], see also [1, 2, 10]. The claim of Brini,
Eynard, and Marin˜o is that the expansion of ωg,n at X “ 8 is related to Z in the
following way:
ωg,n „ Q´n
8ÿ
µ1...µn“1
C
pgq
Qµ1,...,Qµn
nź
i“1
p´µiq dXi
X
µ1`1
i
,(38)
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where similarity sign means that we drop all terms with non-integer exponents of
Xi from expansion of ωg,n at X “ 8, leaving only terms with integer exponents of
Xi. The coefficients of these remaining terms are nothing but connected correlators
for the partition function Z (24)
C
pgq
Qµ1,...,Qµn
:“ r~2g´2`ns BBp¯µ1
. . .
B
Bp¯µn
logZ
ˇˇˇˇ
p¯“0
.(39)
Note that here we take derivatives with respect to p¯ and not p˜.
A natural conjectural refinement of their claim is the following extended relation
of Zext to the expansion of ωg,n at Λ “ 8:
ωg,n “ Q´n
8ÿ
µ1...µn“1
Cpgqµ1...µn
nź
i“1
p´µiq dΛi
Λµi`1i
,(40)
where C
pgq
µ1...µn are now connected correlators for the partition function Z
ext
Cpgqµ1...µn :“ r~2g´2`ns
B
Bp¯µ1{Q
. . .
B
Bp¯µn{Q
logZext
ˇˇˇˇ
p¯“0
(41)
Note that this conjectural refinement of the result of Brini-Eynard-Marin˜o is very
natural in the context of the results of the present paper.
The free-energies Fg,n are certain generating functions for the connected corre-
lators and are defined by their expansion at Λ “ 8:
Fg,n :“
8ÿ
µ1...µn“1
Cpgqµ1...µn
nź
i“1
1
Λµii
.(42)
They are related to the primitives of ωg,n with appropriately chosen integration
constants.
4.2. The ξ-functions through Jacobi polynomials. In this section we com-
pute the so-called ξ-functions for the BEM spectral curve. The ξ-functions play
a critical role in the topological recursion procedure. Namely, the correlation
(multi)differentials ωg,n, 2g ´ 2 ` n ą 0, are expressed as finite polylinear com-
binations of the differentials of ξa, the index a labels the critical points of x, and
their derivatives ([20], see also [17, 30]):
ωg,npU1, . . . , Unq “
ÿ
a1...an
d1...dn
ca1...and1...dn
nź
i“1
d
ˆ
d
dλi
˙di
ξaipUiq(43)
In the case of a genus 0 spectral curve with a global coordinate U , the functions
ξapUq are defined as some functions that form a convenient basis in the space
spanned by 1{pua ´ Uq, where ua are critical points of λpUq and U is the global
coordinate on the spectral curve.
We show that we can choose these basis functions to have the following expansion
at Λ “ 8:
ξ1pUq “
8ÿ
m“1
p´1qmApb´1qmPpmpb´1q,1qm´1 p1´ 2A2qΛ´m(44)
ξ2pUq “
8ÿ
m“1
p´1qmApb´1qmPpmpb´1q`1,1qm´2 p1´ 2A2qΛ´m,
where P
pα,βq
n pxq are the Jacobi polynomials (we recall their definition and needed
properties in Section 5.1 below). Namely, we prove the following
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Theorem 4.1. We have:
ξ1pUq “ u0p∆uq2Ab`1 ξ˜0pUq `
1
p∆uq2Ab`1 ξ˜1pUq(45)
ξ2pUq “ ´ 1p∆uq2A2b`2 ξ˜0pUq,
where
ξ˜0pUq “ 1
1´ pU ´ u0q
2
p∆uq2
, ξ˜1pUq “ U ´ u0
1´ pU ´ u0q
2
p∆uq2
(46)
In particular, it is clear that they indeed form a basis in the space spanned by
the functions 1{pu0 ˘∆u ´ Uq.
Notation 4.2. It is convenient to introduce the following piece of notation for
coefficients of expansion of ξipUq in Λ:
ξ1m :“ rΛ´msξ1pUq “ p´1qmApb´1qmPpmpb´1q,1qm´1 p1 ´ 2A2q,(47)
ξ2m :“ rΛ´msξ2pUq “ p´1qmApb´1qmPpmpb´1q`1,1qm´2 p1 ´ 2A2q.
Proof. Let us calculate the expansions of ξ˜kpUq at Λ “ 8. Introducing scaled and
shifted global coordinate
U˜ “ U ´ u0
∆u
(48)
we see that
d
dλ
“ Up1´A
b`1Uqp1 ´Ab´1Uq
A2bpU˜2 ´ 1qp∆uq2
d
dU
.(49)
Therefore we can express ξ˜k as
ξ˜k “ p´1qA
2b p∆uq2
Up1´Ab`1Uqp1 ´Ab´1Uq
d
dλ
˜
pU ´ u0qk`1
k ` 1
¸
, k “ 0, 1.(50)
The coefficients of the expansion of ξ˜k at Λ “ 8 can be computed by integration
by parts and passing to the U -plane:“
Λ´µ
‰
ξ˜k “ 1
2πI
¿
Λ,8
ξ˜kΛ
µ´1dΛ(51)
“ 1
2πI
¿
Λ,8
Λµ´1
p´1qA2b p∆uq2
Up1´Ab`1Uqp1´Ab´1UqΛ
d
dΛ
˜
pU ´ u0qk`1
k ` 1
¸
dΛ
“ A
2b p∆uq2
2πI
¿
U,8
pU ´ u0qk`1
pk ` 1q d
˜
Uµ´1
`
1´Ab`1U˘µb´1
p1´Ab´1Uqµb`1
¸
Using Lemma 4.3 below and differentiating the expansion termwise, we can easily
calculate this residue to find“
Λ´µ
‰
ξ˜0 “ p∆uq2 p´1qA2pb`1q
”
Apb´1qµp´1qµPppb´1qµ`1,1qµ´2 p1 ´ 2A2q
ı
;(52) “
Λ´µ
‰
ξ˜1 “ p∆uq2 Ab`1
”
Apb´1qµp´1qµPppb´1qµ,1qµ´1 p1´ 2A2q
ı
` u0 p∆uq2A2pb`1q
”
Apb´1qµp´1qµPppb´1qµ`1,1qµ´2 p1´ 2A2q
ı
,
which immediately implies the statement of the theorem. 
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Lemma 4.3. We have:
p1´A`Uqbµ´y
p1´A´Uqbµ`y “
A2bpµ´yq
U2y
8ÿ
m“0
p´1qm
UmAm`
P
pbµ´y´m,2y´1q
m p1´ 2A2q.(53)
Proof. It is a direct computation:
p1´A`Uqbµ´y
p1´A´Uqbµ`y “
p´A`Uqbµ´y
p´A´Uqbµ`y
´
1´ 1
A`U
¯bµ´y
´
1´ 1
A´U
¯bµ`y(54)
“ A
2bpµ´yq
U2y
«
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
´ 1
A`U
˙k ˆ
bµ´ y
k
˙ff« 8ÿ
l“0
ˆ
´ 1
A´U
˙lˆ ´bµ´ y
l
˙ff
“ A
2bpµ´yq
U2y
8ÿ
m“0
p´1qm
UmAm`
P
pbµ´y´m,2y´1q
m p1´ 2A2q,
where in the last transition we use the definition of the Jacobi polynomials. 
5. Jacobi polynomials and their generating functions
In the subsequent sections we heavily use certain results related to Jacobi poly-
nomials which we obtain in the present section.
5.1. Definition of Jacobi polynomials. Let us start with recalling the well-
known definition of the Jacobi polynomials.
Definition 5.1. The Jacobi polynomials are defined as follows:
P
pα,βq
n pzq :“
Γpα` n` 1q
Γpα` 1qΓpn` 1q 2F1
ˆ
´n, 1` α` β ` n;α` 1; 1
2
p1´ zq
˙
,(55)
where
(56) 2F1pa, b; c;xq :“
8ÿ
s“0
paqs pbqs
pcqs s! x
s
is the usual hypergeometric function, where
(57) pzqn :“ Γrz ` ns
Γrzs “
"
zpz ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ` n´ 1q, n P Zą0
1, n “ 0
is the usual Pochhammer symbol (rising factorial).
Let us introduce the following piece of notation:
Notation 5.2.
(58) Jmpρq :“ Ppρb´m´1,1qm p1´ 2aq,
where Pα,βn pxq is the Jacobi polynomial defined above.
The functions Jmpρq are precisely the main object of our study in this section.
5.2. Three-term relation. We found a certain new relation for the particular
Jacobi polynomials Jmpρq introduced in the previous subsection. We will need this
relation in what follows. We call it the three-term relation:
Proposition 5.3. For k P Zě1
(59) Jk `
ˆ
a` 1` pa´ 1qρb
k
˙
Jk´1 ` aJk´2 “ 0
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Proof. The following relations for Jacobi polynomials are well-known (see e.g. [19]):
pn` 1qPpα,βqn`1 pxq “ pn` α` 1qPpα,βqn pxq ´ pn`
α
2
` β
2
` 1qp1´ xqPpα`1,βqn pxq
(60)
pn` βqPpα,βqn´1 pxq “ pn` α` βqPpα,βqn pxq ´ p2n` α` βqPpα´1,βqn pxq
(61)
In the remaining part of the proof we always put x “ 1 ´ 2a in the arguments of
the Jacobi polynomials and omit these arguments for brevity.
Let us consider the expression in the LHS of (59), and let us transform it with
the help of (60) and (61):
P
pρβ´k´1,1q
k `
ˆ
a` 1` pa´ 1qρb
k
˙
P
pρβ´k,1q
k´1 ` aPpρβ´k`1,1qk´2
“
(60)
ρβ ´ 1
k
P
pρβ´k´1,1q
k´1 `
k ´ ρβ
k
P
pρβ´k,1q
k´1 ` aPpρβ´k`1,1qk´2
“
(60)
ρβ ´ 1
k
P
pρβ´k´1,1q
k´1 `
ρβp1 ´ ρβq
kpρβ ` k ´ 1qP
pρβ´k,1q
k´1 `
ρβ ´ 1
ρβ ` k ´ 1P
pρβ´k,1q
k´2
“
(61)
ˆ
ρβ ´ 1
k
` ρβ ´ 1
ρβ ` k ´ 1
1´ ρβ ´ k
k
˙
P
pρβ´k´1,1q
k´1
`
ˆ
ρβp1´ ρβq
kpρβ ` k ´ 1q `
ρβ ´ 1
ρβ ` k ´ 1
ρβ
k
˙
P
pρβ´k,1q
k´1
“ 0

Remark 5.4 (Meixner polynomials I). The specialization of the Jacobi polynomials
that we are using in this paper has a natural interpretation in terms of the so-called
Meixner polynomials [26, Section 9.10]. The Meixner polynomials are defined as
Mnpx, β, cq :“ 2F1p´n, x;β; 1´ c´1q.
So, we see that the polynomials Jmpρq that play the main role in our analysis can
be expressed in terms of the Meixner polynomials as
Jmpρq “ Ppρb´m´1,1qm p1´ 2aq “ p´1qmPp1,ρb´m´1qm p2a´ 1q
“ p´1qmpm` 1q 2F1p´m, 1` ρb; 2; 1´ aq
“ p´1qmpm` 1qam 2F1p´m, 1´ ρb; 2; 1´ a´1q
“ p´1qmampm` 1qMmpρb´ 1, 2, aq.
The recurrence relation for the Meixner polynomials [26, Equation (9.10.3)] implies
that
apk ` 1qMkpρb ´ 1, 2, aq
´ ppa´ 1qpρb´ 1q ` k ´ 1` apk ` 1qqMk´1pρb´ 1, 2, aq
` pk ´ 1qMk´2pρb´ 1, 2, aq “ 0,
which is equivalent to (59). This way we obtain an alternative proof of Proposi-
tion 5.3.
5.3. Exponential generating functions for Jacobi polynomials. In what fol-
lows we will need the following representation for the special Jacobi polynomials
defined in (58):
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Proposition 5.5. For m P Zě1
p´1qmp1 ´ aqρb
m
Jm´1pρq “ rwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb
¸
(62)
p´1qmp1 ´ aqρb
m
Jm´2pρq “ ´m´ 1
m
rwm´1s exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb
¸
(63)
Proof. From the definition of Jacobi polynomials (Definition 5.1) it is easy to see
that for m P Zě1 we have
p´1qmp1´ aqρb
m
Jm´1pρq(64)
“ p´1qmp1´ aqρβ
m
¨
m´1ÿ
s“0
ˆ
ρb´ 1
s
˙ˆ
m
s` 1
˙
p´aqm´1´sp1 ´ aqs
“
m´1ÿ
s“0
ˆ
ρb
s` 1
˙ˆ
m´ 1
s
˙
am´1´spa´ 1qs`1
Now let us collect this into the generating series:
1`
8ÿ
m“1
p´1qmp1´ aqρb
m
Jm´1pρqwm(65)
“ 1`
8ÿ
m“1
m´1ÿ
s“0
ˆ
ρb
s` 1
˙ˆ
m´ 1
s
˙
am´1´spa´ 1qs`1wm
“ 1`
8ÿ
s“0
ˆ
ρb
s` 1
˙
pwpa ´ 1qqs`1
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
s` k
s
˙
pwaqk
“ 1`
8ÿ
s“0
ˆ
ρb
s` 1
˙ˆ
wpa´ 1q
1´ wa
˙s`1
“
ˆ
1` wpa´ 1q
1´ wa
˙ρb
“
ˆ
1´ w
1´ wa
˙ρb
,
where in the second equality we used that m´ 1´ s “ k ě 0.
The generating series for the RHS of (62) has the following form:
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ ρbwi
¸
“ exp
˜
ρb
8ÿ
i“1
pwaqi
i
´ ρb
8ÿ
i“1
wi
i
¸
(66)
“ exp p´ρb logp1´ waq ` ρb logp1´ wqq “
ˆ
1´ w
1´ wa
˙ρb
,
which precisely coincides with the result of the computation for the LHS in (65).
This proves equality (62). Equality (63) is an easy consequence of (62). 
Remark 5.6 (Meixner polynomials II). This proposition can also be interpreted
in terms of the Meixner polynomials, as in Remark 5.4. Indeed, Remark 5.4 allows
to rewrite the generating function on the left hand side of Equation (65) as
(67) 1` pa´ 1qρbw
8ÿ
m“0
Mmpρb´ 1, 2, aqpawqm
There is a generating function for the Meixner polynomials, see [26, Equation
(9.10.13) for γ “ 1]. Its specialization to our parameters allows to prove that (67)
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is equal to the right hand side of Equation (65), which leads to an alternative proof
of Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.5 immediately implies the following statement:
Corollary 5.7. For m P Zě1 we have:
(68)
ÿ
λ$m
8ź
i“1
´
Ai´A´i
i
¨ x
¯λi´λi`1
pλi ´ λi`1q! “ p´1q
mA´mp1´A2q x
m
¨ Ppx´m,1qm´1 p1´ 2A2q
We will also need the following important result:
Proposition 5.8. For m P Zě1
ru2kwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
(69)
“ p´1qm ρ
m
`
G1kpρ,mqJm´1 `G2kpρ,mqJm´2
˘
,
where G1k and G
2
k are polynomials in m and ρ of degree no greater than 9k ` 2.
Terms with odd powers of u in the u-expansion of the exponential in the LHS of the
above equality vanish.
In order to prove this proposition first we need to go through certain technical
reasoning.
Denote:
Notation 5.9.
(70) q :“ exp
´
´u
b
¯
Recall the well-known definition of the q-Pochhammer symbols:
Definition 5.10. q-Pochhammer symbols are defined as follows:
px; qqm :“
mź
k“1
p1´ xqk´1q(71)
Now let us prove the following
Proposition 5.11. For m P Zě1
rwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
“(72)
“
´
q1{2`ρb{2
¯m pq´ρb; qqm
pq; qqm 2φ1
`
q´m, qρb; qρb`1´m; q; aq
˘
,
where 2φ1 is the q-hypergeometric function
2φ1 pa1, a2; b1; q;xq :“
8ÿ
n“0
pa1; qqnpa2; qqn
pb1; qqnpq; qqn x
n.(73)
Proof. Denote
(74) Ξpwq :“ exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
.
Note that
(75)
ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q “
q´iρb{2 ´ qiρb{2
q´i{2 ´ qi{2 “ q
ip1´ρbq{2 q
iρb ´ 1
qi ´ 1 .
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Denote
(76) σ :“ ρb.
Consider the case of positive integer σ. In this case
(77)
ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q “ q
ip1´σq{2 q
iσ ´ 1
qi ´ 1 “
σÿ
p“1
qip2p´σ´1q{2.
Now (still in the case of σ P Zą0)
Ξpwq “ exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
(78)
“ exp
˜
σÿ
p“1
˜
8ÿ
i“1
qip2p´σ´1q{2aiwi
i
´
8ÿ
i“1
qip2p´σ´1q{2wi
i
¸¸
“ exp
˜
σÿ
p“1
´
log
´
1´ wqp2p´σ´1q{2
¯
´ log
´
1´ waqp2p´σ´1q{2
¯¯¸
“ pwq
p1´σq{2; qqσ
pwaqp1´σq{2; qqσ
“ pwq
p1´σq{2; qq8pwaqp1`σq{2; qq8
pwqp1`σq{2; qq8pwaqp1´σq{2; qq8 .
Recall the q-binomial formula:
pαx; qq8
px; qq8 “
8ÿ
n“0
pα; qqn
pq; qqn x
n.(79)
With the help of this formula we get:
Ξpwq “ pwq
p1´σq{2; qq8pwaqp1`σq{2; qq8
pwqp1`σq{2; qq8pwaqp1´σq{2; qq8(80)
“
8ÿ
s“0
pq´σ; qqs
pq; qqs w
sqsp1`σq{2
8ÿ
r“0
pqσ; qqr
pq; qqr a
rwrqrp1´σq{2.
Collecting the powers of w we get (m “ s` r):
(81) Ξpwq “
8ÿ
m“0
mÿ
r“0
pqσ; qqr
pq; qqr
pq´σ; qqm´r
pq; qqm´r q
´rσarqmp1`σq{2wm.
Now note the following fact:
px; qqm´r
py; qqm´r “
px; qqm
py; qqm
py´1q1´m; qqr
px´1q1´m; qqr
´y
x
¯r
.(82)
This allows us to rewrite Ξpwq as follows:
(83) Ξpwq “
8ÿ
m“0
wmqmp1`σq{2
pq´σ; qqm
pq; qqm
mÿ
r“0
pqσ; qqrpq´m; qqr
pq; qqrpqσ`1´m; qqr q
rar.
Note that taking the coefficient in front of wm and recalling the definition of the
q-hypergeometric function (73) allows us to immediately obtain the proof of (72)
for the case of positive integer σ (since the above arguments used this assumption).
Now let us relax the assumption on σ and denote
(84) z :“ qσ.
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Recall from (66) that
Ξpwq “
8ÿ
m“0
wm
ÿ
λ$m
8ź
i“1
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ
ai ´ 1
i
¨ qip1´σq{2 q
iσ ´ 1
qi ´ 1
˙λi´λi`1
(85)
“
8ÿ
m“0
wmq´mσ{2
ÿ
λ$m
8ź
i“1
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ
ai ´ 1
i
¨ qi{2 q
iσ ´ 1
qi ´ 1
˙λi´λi`1
.
Thus
rwmsΞpwq “ z´m{2
ÿ
λ$m
8ź
i“1
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ
ai ´ 1
i
¨ qi{2 z
i ´ 1
qi ´ 1
˙λi´λi`1
(86)
“ z´m{2Pmpzq,
where Pmpzq is some polynomial in z of degree ď m.
Now consider the right hand side of (72). Let us denote it by Θm. It is equal to
(87) Θm “ qmp1`σq{2 pq
´σ; qqm
pq; qqm
8ÿ
r“0
pqσ; qqrpq´m; qqr
pq; qqrpqσ`1´m; qqr q
rar.
Note that the sum actually runs until m since for r ą m the factor pq´m; qqr
vanishes. We have
Θm “
mÿ
r“0
pqσ; qqr
pq; qqr
pq´σ; qqm´r
pq; qqm´r q
´rσarqmp1`σq{2(88)
“
mÿ
r“0
śr
k“1p1´ zqk´1q
pq; qqr
śm´r
l“1 pz ´ ql´1q
pq; qqm´r z
r´mqm{2arz´r`m{2
“ z´m{2Qmpzq,
where Qmpzq is some polynomial in z of degree ď m.
From the above we know that Pmpzq and Qmpzq coincide for all values of z “ qσ
where σ is a positive integer. This means that these two polynomials of degrees
ď m coincide at an infinite number of distinct points (all these points are distinct
since q “ exppu{bq, and u is an arbitrarily small formal parameter, while b is a fixed
rational number). Thus, these polynomials coincide, which proves the proposition.

Suppose we have a function fpq,m, ρq. We can consider either fpe~,m, ρq and
Taylor expansion in powers of ~, or fp1 ` ǫ,m, ρq and Taylor expansion in powers
of ǫ (in our case ~ “ ub´1). These expansions either both have the polynomiality
property, or they both do not, in the following sense:
Lemma 5.12. All coefficients of ~-expansion of f can be represented as a sum of
two Jacobi polynomials with polynomial coefficients Poly1,k and Poly2,k in m and
ρ
r~ksfpe~,m, ρq “ Poly1,kpm, ρqJm ` Poly2,kpm, ρqJm´1(89)
if and only if all coefficients of ǫ-expansion of f can be represented as a sum of two
Jacobi polynomials with some other polynomial coefficients ĆPoly1,k and ĆPoly2,k in
m and ρ
rǫksfp1` ǫ,m, ρq “ ĆPoly1,kpm, ρqJm `ĆPoly2,kpm, ρqJm´1,(90)
and moreover in that case the degree of Polyi,kpm, ρq is no greater than the degree
of ĆPolyi,k and vice versa.
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Proof. Indeed, every coefficient of ~-expansion is a finite linear combination of the
coefficients of ǫ-expansion, where number of summands depends neither on m nor
ρ, from which the statement follows. 
Now let us look at the RHS of (72) and analyze the three factors in it separately.
Let us start with the first factor,
`
q1{2`ρb{2
˘m
.
Lemma 5.13. For q “ 1 ` ǫ, the coefficient in front of ǫk of the ǫ-expansion of`
q1{2`ρb{2
˘m
is a polynomial in m and ρ of total degree no greater than 2k.
Proof. Indeed ´
p1` ǫq1{2`ρb{2
¯m
“
8ÿ
k“0
ǫk
ˆ
m`ρbm
2
k
˙
,(91)
where each term is clearly polynomial, and the degree is evident. 
Let us proceed to the second factor in formula (72). We have the following:
Lemma 5.14. For m P Zě1, q “ 1` ǫ,
pq´ρb; qqm
pq; qqm “
Γpm´ ρbq
Γpm` 1qΓp´ρbq
˜
1`
8ÿ
k“1
ǫkPolykpm, ρq
¸
,(92)
i.e. modulo common non-polynomial factor coefficients of ǫ-expansion of the second
coefficient are polynomials in m and ρ. Moreover, the total degree of Polykpm, ρq
is no greater than 2k ` 1.
Proof. Indeed, it is easy to extract common non-polynomial factor
śm
i“1p1 ´ p1` ǫq´ρb`i´1qśm
i“1p1´ p1 ` ǫqiq
“
śm
i“1
ˆř8
k“1
ˆ ´ρb` i´ 1
k
˙
ǫk
˙
śm
i“1
ˆř8
k“1
ˆ
i
k
˙
ǫk
˙(93)
“
śm
i“1p´ρb` i´ 1qśm
i“1 i
śm
i“1
ˆř8
k“0 ǫ
k
ˆ ´ρb` i´ 1
k ` 1
˙
1
p´ρb`i´1q
˙
śm
i“1
ˆř8
k“0 ǫ
k
ˆ
i
k ` 1
˙
1
i
˙ .
Let’s illustrate what happens by expanding the numerator up to second order in ǫ:
1` ǫ
mÿ
i“1
´ρb` i´ 2
2
` ǫ2
˜
mÿ
i“1
p´ρb` i´ 2qp´ρb` i´ 3q
3 ¨ 2(94)
`
ÿ
iăj
p´ρb` i´ 2qp´ρb` j ´ 2q
2 ¨ 2
¸
.
We clearly see that terms linear and quadratic ǫ are polynomial in m and ρ. This
follows from the fact that sums of the form
mÿ
i“1
ik(95)
are polynomials in m of degree k ` 1, and from our ability to rewriteÿ
iăj
fpiqfpjq “ 1
2
»–˜ mÿ
i“1
fpiq
¸2
´
mÿ
i“1
fpiq2
fifl .(96)
The coefficient in front of ǫk in the whole expression is some finite sum (the number
of summands depends only on k and not onm or ρ) of similar expressions and hence
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analogously is also polynomial in m and ρ. Since expressions (95) have degree k`1
in m and we see that in the coefficient of ǫk the degree of ρ is at most k, the total
degree of Polykpm, ρq is at most 2k ` 1. 
Finally, let’s consider the expansion of the q-hypergeometric function. It’s not
simply polynomial, but instead it is a linear combination of the usual hypergeomet-
ric function and its first derivative with polynomial coefficients.
Lemma 5.15. For q “ 1` ǫ,
rǫks 2φ1
`
q´m, qρb; qρb`1´m; q; aq
˘
(97)
“ Poly1,kpm, ρq 2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq
` Poly2,kpm, ρq d
da
2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq,
where Poly1,kpm, ρq and Poly1,kpm, ρq are polynomials in m and ρ of total degree
no greater than 5k.
Proof. Consider the coefficient in front of zn in the definition of the q-hypergeometric
function (73). Analogously to Lemma 5.14 its coefficient in front of ǫk is the ratio
of the ordinary Pochhammer symbols times a polynomial in n, m and ρ:
p´mqnpρbqn
pρb` 1´mqnn!Polykpn,m, ρq,
Here Polykpn,m, ρq has total degree in m and ρ no greater than k, and its degree
in n is no greater than k ` 1.
If we pretend for a moment that the argument of our q-hypergeometric function
is a and not aq, we would immediately conclude that
rǫks 2φ1
`
q´m, qρb; qρb`1´m; q; a
˘
(98)
“ Polykpz d
dz
,m, ρq 2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpzq
ˇˇˇ
z“a
.
The hypergeometric function 2F1pa, b; cqpzq satisfies the hypergeometric equa-
tion
zp1´ zq d
2
dz2
F ` rc´ pa` b` 1qzs d
dz
F ´ abF “ 0,(99)
which in our case takes the form
ap1´ aq d
2
da2
F ` pρb` 1´mqp1 ´ aq d
da
F `mρbF “ 0.(100)
So we see that we can eliminate all higher derivatives from the formula (98). We
apply this relation no more than k times (as the degree of Polykpn,m, ρq in n is
no greater than k` 1), and with each application the total degree in m and ρ rises
by no more than 2. Thus we see that the resulting polynomials in the coefficients
in front of the hypergeometric functions have total degrees in m and ρ no greater
than 5k.
One final observation is that aq instead of a in the last argument of 2φ1 does not
spoil anything. It just results in a finite, m-, n- and ρ-independent resummation
of the polynomials Polykpn,m, ρq, which preserves the bound on the total degree.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Recall the notation Jm introduced in (58). Let us prove the following
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Proposition 5.16. We have:
Γpm´ ρbq
Γpm` 1qΓp´ρbq 2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq “ p´1q
m p1´ aqρb
m
Jm´1
(101)
Γpm´ ρbq
Γpm` 1qΓp´ρbq
d
da
2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq “ p´1qm`1ρb pJm´1 ` Jm´2q ,
(102)
Proof. Let us start with proving (101). First note that
(103)
Γpm´ ρbq
Γp´ρbq “ p´1q
m Γpρb` 1q
Γpρb ´m` 1q .
Then note that from the definition of Jacobi polynomials P
pα,βq
m we have:
(104)
Γpρb` 1q
Γpm` 1qΓpρb´m` 1q 2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq “ P
pρb´m,´1q
m p1´ 2aq.
Recall the following well-known relations for the Jacobi polynomials (see e.g. [19]):
P
pα,β´1q
n pxq “ Ppα,βqn´1 pxq ` Ppα´1,βqn pxq,(105)
pn` α` 1qPpα,βqn pxq “ pn` 1qPpα,βqn`1 pxq `
ˆ
n` α
2
` β
2
` 1
˙
p1 ´ xqPpα`1,βqn pxq.
(106)
Also recall the three-term relation (59) proved in Proposition 5.3. With the help
of the aforementioned three relations we obtain (in what follows we omit the argu-
ments of the Jacobi polynomials for brevity, they are always equal to 1´ 2a):
P
pρb´m,´1q
m “
(105)
P
pρb´m,0q
m´1 ` Ppρb´m´1,0qm(107)
“
(105)
P
pρb´m,1q
m´2 ` 2Ppρb´m´1,1qm´1 ` Ppρb´m´2,1qm
“
(106)
1
ρb´ 1
`pm` 1qJm`1 ` p2m` pm` ρb` 1qaJm
` pm´ 1` 2pm` ρbqaqJm´1 ` pm` ρb´ 1qaJm´2q
˘
“
(59)
p1´ aqρb
m
Jm´1.
Combining (103), (104) and (107) we obtain the proof of (101).
Let us continue to the proof of (102). Recall the formula for the derivative of
the hypergeometric function:
d
da
2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq(108)
“ ´ mρb
ρb` 1´m 2F1p´m` 1, ρb` 1; ρb` 2´mqpaq
Thus (also recalling the definition of the Jacobi polynomials)
Γpρb` 1q
Γpm` 1qΓpρb´m` 1q
d
da
2F1p´m, ρb; ρb` 1´mqpaq(109)
“ ´ρb Γpρb` 1q
ΓpmqΓpρb´m` 2q 2F1p´m` 1, ρb` 1; ρb` 2´mqpaq
“ ´ρbPpρb´m`1,0qm´1
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With the help of (105) we get
(110) P
pρb´m`1,0q
m´1 “ Ppρb´m`1,1qm´2 ` Ppρb´m,1qm´1 “ Jm´1 ` Jm´2
Combining (103), (109), and (110) we obtain the proof of (102). 
Now we are finally ready to prove Proposition 5.8.
Proof of Proposition 5.8. Proposition 5.8 is a straightforward implication of the
results of Proposition 5.11, Lemmas 5.12–5.15, and Proposition 5.16. 
5.4. Properties of the G-polynomials. In the following sections we will need
to know certain properties of the polynomials G1kpρ,mq and G2kpρ,mq introduced
in Proposition 5.8 of the previous subsection. Let us describe and prove these
properties.
Lemma 5.17. We have:
G1kpρ, 0q “ δk,0p1 ´ aqb(111)
G2kpρ, 0q “ 0(112)
Proof. Note that the pole m´1 in the RHS of (69) is coming only from (101) and
not from (102), while, at the same time, the only contribution to G2k is coming from
(102). Thus, G2kpρ,mq is proportional to m, and thus G2kpρ, 0q vanishes.
Note that the LHS of (101) makes perfect sense for m “ 0 and is actually equal
to 1 (since, as it follows straightforwardly from the definition, 2F1p0, α, β;xq “ 1
for any α, β, and x). This implies that we have
(113) lim
mÑ0
Jm´1
m
“ 1
ρbp1´ aq .
In fact, the proof of Proposition 5.8 works perfectly well for m “ 0 if one replaces
Jm´1
m
with
1
ρbp1´ aq(114)
and puts G2kpρ, 0q “ 0 in the RHS of (69). It is obvious that for m “ 0 the LHS of
(69) is equal to δk,0. Thus we obtain (111). 
Lemma 5.18. @k ě 1 polynomials G1kpm,mq and G2kpm,mq are divisible by m2,
i.e. they have a double zero at m “ 0.
Proof. Let m P Zą1 in what follows. Consider the LHS of (69). Let us introduce a
piece of notation:
(115) Spzq :“ ζpzq{z.
Note that the Taylor series of Spzq at z “ 0 starts from 1 and contains only even
powers of z. With the help of this notation we rewrite the LHS of (69) as follows:
ru2kwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
(116)
“ ru2kwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb Spiuρq
Spiub´1q
¸
Let us denote the Taylor coefficients of Spzq´1 as s2k, i.e.
(117)
1
Spzq “ 1`
8ÿ
k“1
s2kz
2k
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Then we have
ru2kwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸
(118)
“ ru2kwms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb1`Opρ
2q
Spiub´1q
¸
“ a
m ´ 1
m
ρb ru2ks 1
Spmub´1q `Opρ
2q
“ pam ´ 1qβ1´2k s2km2k´1 ρ`Opρ2q.
Now consider the RHS of (69). From Proposition 5.5 we have:
p´1qm ρ
m
`
G1kpρ,mqJm´1 `G2kpρ,mqJm´2
˘
(119)
“ G1kpρ,mq
1
βp1´ aq rw
ms exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb
¸
´G2kpρ,mq
1
βp1´ aq
m´ 1
m
rwm´1s exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wiρb
¸
“ G1kpρ,mq
1
βp1´ aq
ˆ
am ´ 1
m
ρb`Opρ2q
˙
´G2kpρ,mq
1
βp1´ aq
m´ 1
m
ˆ
am´1 ´ 1
m´ 1 ρb`Opρ
2q
˙
“ 1
mp1 ´ aq
´
G1kpρ,mq pam ´ 1q ´G2kpρ,mq
`
am´1 ´ 1˘ ¯ρ`Opρ2q.
From (69) we know that the RHS of (118) and the RHS of (119) must coincide, i.e.
for any m P Zą1 we have
(120)
G1kpρ,mq pam ´ 1q ´G2kpρ,mq
`
am´1 ´ 1˘ “ p1´ aqβ1´2ks2km2kpam ´ 1q `Opρq
and thus for all m P Zą1 we have
(121) G1kp0,mq pam ´ 1q ´G2kp0,mq
`
am´1 ´ 1˘ “ p1´ aqβ1´2ks2km2kpam ´ 1q.
Here s2k are fixed constants that do not depend on a, and G
1
kp0,mq and G2kp0,mq
are fixed polynomials in m with coefficients depending on a.
Since functions am´1 ´ 1 and am ´ 1 are linearly independent over the ring of
polynomials in m with coefficients depending on a, the fact that we have equality
(121) for all m P Zą1 implies that
(122) G2kp0,mq “ 0.
Furthermore, we obtain that
(123) G1kp0,mq “ m2k qG1kpmq,
where qG1kpmq is some polynomial in m.
Note that Lemma 5.17 implies that G1kpρ,mq and G2kpρ,mq are divisible by m.
Equality (122) furthermore implies that G2kpρ,mq is divisible by ρ, which means that
G2kpm,mq is divisible by m2, which is exactly what we wanted to prove regarding
G2kpm,mq.
Now for G1kpρ,mq we have
(124) G1kpρ,mq “ G1kp0,mq ` ρĂGk1pρ,mq,
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where ĂGk1pρ,mq is some polynomial in ρ and m. Since G1kpρ,mq is divisible by m
as noted above, ĂGk1pρ,mq is divisible by m as well. This implies that the second
term in the RHS of the equality
(125) G1kpm,mq “ G1kp0,mq `mĂGk1pm,mq,
is divisible by m2. Equality (123) implies that for k P Zě1 the first term in the
RHS of (125) is divisible by m2 as well. Thus, for k P Zě1 polynomial G1kpm,mq is
divisible by m2. 
6. The A-operators and their rationality
In Section 2 we defined the extended Ooguri-Vafa partition function Zextpp¯q as
a fermionic correlator, whose coefficient in front of the monomial p¯µ1{Q . . . p¯µk{Q is
proportional to Kµpuq (32). In this section we represent Kµpuq as a correlator of a
product of some operators rApµi, uµiq and prove that this correlator is a polylinear
combination of ξ1µi and ξ
2
µi
(see Notation 4.2) with coefficients that are rational
functions in µi.
6.1. A-operators. From (32) we have
Kµpuq “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2q
kź
i“1
α´µi
µi
Abµi
G(126)
“
C
kź
i“1
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2q α´µi
µi
Abµi exp p´uF2q exp
˜
´
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸G
.
Note that
(127) euF2α´µe
´uF2 “ E´µpuµq
and
(128) rαr, Ekr´µpuµqs “ ζpruµqEpk`1qr´µpuµq.
Definition 6.1. We define the operator rApm,umq by the following formula
rApm,umq :“ Abm
m
8ÿ
k“0
Ek´mpumq
ÿ
λ$k
lpλqź
i“1
ˆ
p˚i
i
ζ
`
ium
˘˙λi´λi`1
pλi ´ λi`1q! .(129)
It is straightforward to see that
Kµpuq “
C
kź
i“1
rApµi, uµiq
G
.(130)
Note that the definition (129) of the rA-operators, together with the definition
(4) for the E-operators, implies the following structure of the rA-operators:
(131) rApm,umq “ A0pm,uq Id` ÿ
lPZ`1{2
ÿ
sPZ
Al,spm,uqEl´s,l,
where A0pm,uq and A1,spm,uq are certain coefficients depending on m and u, Id is
the identity operator and Ei,j are the operators defined by formula (3).
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6.2. Rationality of A-operators. The main goal of this section is to prove the
following statement (the rationality of A-operators):
Proposition 6.2. For the coefficients A0pm,uq and Al,spm,uq in formula (131)
for the rA-operators we have:
ruksAl,s “
F 1k,lpm, sqξ1m ` F 2k,lpm, sqξ2m
pm` 1q . . . pm` sq , s ě 0,(132)
ruksAl,s “
rF 1k,lpm, sqξ1m ` rF 2k,lpm, sqξ2m
pm´ 1qpm´ 2q . . . pm` s` 1qpm` sq2 , s ă 0,(133)
ruksA0 “ Fˇ
1
k pmqξ1m ` Fˇ 2k pmqξ2m
m2
,(134)
where F 1k,l, F
2
k,l,
rF 1k,l, rF 2k,l, Fˇ 1k , Fˇ 2k are, for fixed s, some polynomials in m.
Moreover, the degrees in m of F 1k,lpm, sq, F 2k,lpm, sq, rF 1k,lpm, sq, and rF 2k,lpm, sq
are no greater than 9k` 2` s and the degrees of Fˇ 1k pmq and Fˇ 2k pmq are no greater
than 9k ` 2.
Proof. Let us recall a few facts. From (129) and (4) we have
ruksAl,s “ ruksA
pb´1qm
m
eumpl`s{2q
ÿ
λ$m`s
lpλqź
i“1
˜
ai ´ 1
i
ζ
`
ium
˘
ζ piub´1q
¸λi´λi`1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
(135)
“
˜
rukws`msA
pb´1qm
m
eumpl`s{2q exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸¸ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ρ“m
;
ruksA0 “ ruks 1
m
Apb´1qm
ζpumq
ÿ
λ$m
lpλqź
i“1
˜
ai ´ 1
i
ζ
`
ium
˘
ζ piub´1q
¸λi´λi`1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
(136)
“
˜
rukwms 1
m
Apb´1qm
ζpumq exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸¸ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ρ“m
.
From Section 4.2, for ξ’s we have
ξ1m “ p´1qmApb´1qmJm´1
ˇˇ
ρ“m
;(137)
ξ2m “ p´1qmApb´1qmJm´2
ˇˇ
ρ“m
.
Recall equation (135). Let us drop the factor eumpl`s{2q as it clearly does not
affect the statement. From Proposition 5.8 we have:
˜
ru2kws`ms 1
m
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
ai ´ 1
i
¨ wi ζpiuρq
ζpiub´1q
¸¸ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ρ“m
(138)
“ p´1qm`s
ˆ
1
m
ρ
m` s
`
G1kpρ,m` sqJm`s´1 `G2kpρ,m` sqJm`s´2
˘˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“m
,
where G1k and G
2
k are polynomial in both arguments.
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Now recall the three-term relation for Jacobi polynomials (59). It implies that
(139) Jk “ ´
ˆ
a` 1` pa´ 1qρb
k
˙
Jk´1 ´ aJk´2
With the help of this relation we get:
G1kpρ,m` sqJm`s´1 `G2kpρ,m` sqJm`s´2
(140)
“ pm` s´ 1qG
2
kpρ,m` sq ´ ppm` s´ 1qpa` 1q ` pa´ 1qρbqG1kpρ,m` sq
m` s´ 1 Jm`s´2
´ aG1kpρ,m` sqJm`s´3
If we apply the three-term relation repeatedly s ´ 1 more times, we produce an
expression precisely of the form (132) (where we should still substitute m for ρ and
take into account the polynomiality of G1k and G
2
k as well as the relations (137)
between ξ’s and J ’s). Note that at the last step we acquire a factor m in the
denominator, but it gets canceled once we substitute ρ for m. Indeed, at the last
step k “ m in the three-term relation and thus the ρ{k “ ρ{m part cancels once
we substitute ρ with m. Note that the degrees of the resulting polynomials in the
numerator are no greater than the degrees of polynomials G1k and G
2
k increased by
s, since each application of the three-term relation potentially increases the degree
by 1.
The proof for the case of negative s is completely analogous, we just have to use
the three-term relation in different direction expressing Jk´2 through Jk´1 and Jk.
The proof for the case of A0 is analogous as well. 
7. Polynomiality of connected correlators of A-operators
The main goal of the present section is to prove the following
Theorem 7.1. Coefficients in u-expansions of stable connected correlators of rA-
operators can be expressed as
(141) ruksx rApµ1, uq . . . rApµn, uqy˝ “ ÿ
pη1,...,ηnq
Pt1,2un
Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnqξη1µ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξηnµn ,
where Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq are some polynomials in µ1, . . . , µn. Stable means
pn, kq R tp1,´1q, p2, 0qu.
Remark 7.2. There is an equivalent reformulation of this theorem in terms of
expansions on the spectral curve given in Theorem 8.1, and these two theorems
together are the main theorems of the present paper.
Let us introduce the following definition:
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Definition 7.3. We define the A-operators as follows (here m P Zě1):
A
1pm,uq :“
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
´1ÿ
s“´m
8ÿ
k“0
uk
rF 1k,lpm, sq
pm´ 1q . . . pm` s` 1qpm` sq2El´s,l(142)
`
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
8ÿ
s“0
8ÿ
k“0
uk
F 1k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l
`
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ 1k pmq
m2
Id,
A
2pm,uq :“
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
´1ÿ
s“´m
8ÿ
k“0
uk
rF 2k,lpm, sq
pm´ 1q . . . pm` s` 1qpm` sq2El´s,l(143)
`
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
8ÿ
s“0
8ÿ
k“0
uk
F 2k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l
`
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ 2k pmq
m2
Id,
where F ik,l,
rF ik,l, and Fˇ ik are the polynomials introduced in Proposition 6.2.
Note that
(144) A1pm,uqξ1m `A2pm,uqξ2m “ rApm,umq
From Proposition 6.2 it is clear that the expressions Pη1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq in The-
orem 7.1 are actually correlators of A-operators:
(145) Pη1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq “ xAη1pµ1, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy˝,
and the statement of the theorem is equivalent to saying that the above correlators
are polynomial in µ1, . . . , µn. In order to prove this theorem, we first have to intro-
duce certain new operators called A` in the following definition. These operators
are simpler than the A-operators, but the result of their action on the covacuum is
the same (we make a precise statement below, in the proof of Theorem 7.1).
Definition 7.4. We define the A`-operators as follows (here m P Zě1):
A
1
`pm,uq :“
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ 1k pmq
m2
Id`
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
8ÿ
s“1
8ÿ
k“0
uk
F 1k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l(146)
A
2
`pm,uq :“
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ 2k pmq
m2
Id`
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
8ÿ
s“1
8ÿ
k“0
uk
F 2k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l(147)
We will need a certain technical lemma regarding the A`-operators. Note that a
given coefficient in the u-expansion of the coefficient in front of El´s,l in the formula
for the operator Aη`pm,uq is a rational function in m, and thus it can be extended
into the complex plane. The same holds for the coefficient in front of Id. Let us
consider these extensions and prove the following
Lemma 7.5. For r P Zě1 we have
x0| Res
m“´r
´
A
η
`pm,uq ´
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
Id
¯
(148)
“ cηprq x0|
´ rAp´r, uq ´ A0p´r, uq Id¯ ,
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where cηprq is some scalar coefficient, η “ 1, 2. In other words, the residue at ´r
of the Id-less part of any of the two A`-operators coincides with the Id-less part
of the rA-operator taken at m “ ´r up to a scalar factor, under the condition that
both are applied to the covacuum.
Proof. Convention: in what follows we assume that the factor of eumpl`s{2q is absent
from (135). It is easy to see that this does not affect the conclusion.
Recall the proof of Proposition 6.2. Let s P Zě0. Define
(149) Sn :“ 1
n
ˆ
ρbp1´ aq ´ np1` aq n
´an 0
˙
.
Also define
e1 :“
ˆ
1
0
˙
;(150)
e2 :“
ˆ
0
1
˙
;(151)
gkpρ, pq :“ G1kpρ, pq e1 `G2kpρ, pq e2.(152)
Now note that from (138) and (139) we get (for s ě 0)
ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq(153)
“ p´1qm
ˆ
ρ
mpm` sq e
T
η SmSm`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Sm`s´1 gkpρ,m` sq
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“m
.
This follows from the fact that the matrix Sk encompasses the three-term rela-
tion. Here by ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq we mean the coefficient in front of uk in the
u-expansion of the coefficient in front of the operator El´s,l in the corresponding
formula (146) or (147).
In what follows we always consider s ě 0.
Note that from (146) and (147) it is clear that
@z P Czt´s,´s` 1, . . . ,´1u Res
m“z
ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq “ 0.(154)
In particular, it is easy to see that the residue at z “ 0 vanishes.
Consider r P t1, 2, . . . , s´ 1u. From the form of Sk and from the fact of polyno-
miality of gk we have
Res
m“´r
ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq
(155)
“ p´1qr 1
s´ r
ˆ
eTη S´rS´r`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1
ˆ
ρbp1´ aq 0
0 0
˙
S1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ss´r´1 gkpρ, s´ rq
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“´r
“ `ρbp1´ aq eTη S´rS´r`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1 e1˘ ˇˇˇ
ρ“´r
¨
ˆ p´1qr
s´ r e
T
1 S1S2 ¨ ¨ ¨Ss´r´1 gkpρ, s´ rq
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“´r
.
The first equality followed from the fact that there is a simple pole at ´r in Sm´r,
while all the other factors do not have poles at this point.
Now, consider rAp´r, uq. Again, recall (138) and (139). For r P t1, 2, . . . , s´ 1u,
we have
(156)
ruksrEl´s,ls rAp´r, uq “ Apb´1qp´rqˆ p´1qs´r
s´ r e
T
1 S1S2 ¨ ¨ ¨Ss´r´1 gkpρ, s´ rq
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“´r
.
Here we used the fact that J0 “ 1 and J´1 “ 0.
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Note that the RHS of (156) differs from the RHS of (155) only by a factor of
(157) Apb´1qp´rqp´1qr `ρbp1´ aq eTη S´rS´r`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1 e1˘ ˇˇˇ
ρ“´r
,
which does not depend on s, l or k.
Now let us consider the case r “ s. Recall Lemma 5.17. It provides an explicit
formula for gkpρ, 0q which allows us to obtain the following:
Res
m“´s
ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq(158)
“ p´1qs`1
´ρ
s
eTη S´sS´s`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1 gkpρ, 0q
¯ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“´s
“ p´1qs`1
´ρ
s
eTη S´sS´s`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1 e1δk,0p1´ aqb
¯ ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“´s
“ p´1qs `ρbp1´ aq eTη S´sS´s`1 ¨ ¨ ¨S´1 e1˘ ˇˇˇ
ρ“´s
¨
ˆ
´δk,0
s
˙
.
Now consider ruksrEl´s,ls rAp´s, uq. From (135) (remember that we drop the factor
eumpl`s{2q in that formula; it is easy to see that its inclusion does not affect the
conclusion) we immediately obtain (as it is very easy to take the coefficient in front
of w0) that
(159) ruksrEl´s,ls rAp´s, uq “ ´δk,0
s
Apb´1qp´sq.
We conclude that for this r “ s case expressions Res
m“´s
ruksrEl´s,lsAη`pm,uq and
ruksrEl´s,ls rAp´s, uq differ again by the same factor (157).
This proves the lemma since all parts with s ď 0 vanish when acting on the
covacuum. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7.1. We partially follow the logic described
in [28] and [27].
Proof of Theorem 7.1. As mentioned above, Proposition 6.2 together with Defini-
tion 7.3 imply that the connected correlator of rA-operators indeed has the desired
form:
(160) ruksx rApµ1, uq . . . rApµn, uqy˝ “ ÿ
pη1,...,ηnq
Pt1,2un
Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnqξη1µ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξηnµn ,
with
(161) Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq “ ruksxAη1pµ1, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy˝.
We just need to prove that these expressions Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq are polynomial
in µ1, . . . , µn.
Note that correlators
(162) ruksx rApµ1, uq . . . rApµn, uqy˝
are symmetric in µ1, . . . , µn. Together with the fact that functions ξ
1
m and ξ
2
m (as
functions of m) are linearly independent over the ring of polynomials in m, this
means that it is sufficient to prove that the expressions Pk;η1,...,ηnpµ1, . . . , µnq are
polynomial just in µ1 with the degree independent of µ2, . . . , µn, and this will imply
the polynomiality in µ2, . . . , µn.
Let us proceed to proving that the correlator in the RHS of (161) is polynomial
in µ1. We will also prove that its degree in µ1 is bounded by a certain number
which depends only on k and does not depend on µ2, . . . , µn.
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Note that
(163) @s ď 0 x0|El´s,l “ 0,
Recall Definition 7.3. It can be rewritten as follows:
(164) Aηpm,uq “
8ÿ
s“´m
A
η
spm,uq,
where
A
η
spm,uq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
ř
lPZ` 1
2
ř8
k“0 u
k
rF ηk,lpm, sq
pm´ 1q . . . pm` s` 1qpm` sq2El´s,l ´m ď s ď ´1ř
lPZ` 1
2
ř8
k“0 u
k
ˆ
F
η
k,lpm, 0qEl,l `
Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
Id
˙
s “ 0ř
lPZ` 1
2
ř8
k“0 u
k
F
η
k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l 1 ď s
Note that a correlator of the form
(165)
C¨˝ ÿ
l1PZ`
1
2
cl1,s1El1´s1,l1‚˛¨ ¨ ¨
¨˝ ÿ
lnPZ`
1
2
cln,snEln´sn,ln‚˛
G
can be nonzero only if
řn
i“1 si “ 0. Thus when one writes the A-operators in terms
of the s-sums (164) in the correlator
ruksxAη1pµ1, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy
and expands the brackets, only the terms with
řn
i“1 si “ 0 will survive. Also note
that in any surviving term in this expression we have s1 ě 0, due to (163). Finally,
note that from (164) we have si ě ´µi. Thus, for fixed µ2, . . . , µn we have
(166) 0 ď s1 ď µ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µn.
Since F ηk,lpm, sq and Fˇ ηk pmq are polynomials, this implies that the correlator
ruksxAη1pµ1, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy
is a rational function in µ1 for fixed µ2, . . . , µn. Moreover, we see that it can have
at most simple poles at the negative integer points, and no other poles. The total
degree in µ1 of this correlator as a rational function (i.e. the difference between the
degree of the numerator and the denominator) is no greater than 9pk ` n´ 1q ` 2.
This follows from the estimates on the degrees of polynomials F ηk,lpm, sq and Fˇ ηk pmq
obtained in Proposition 6.2. We just need to replace k with k ` n ´ 1 as the u-
expansions of correlators Aη2 pµ2, uq, . . . ,Aηnpµn, uq start with the u´1-term.
The fact that the disconnected correlators are rational functions in µ1 automat-
ically implies that the connected ones are rational in µ1 as well. In order to prove
that stable connected correlators are polynomial in µ1 we only need to prove that
they do not have poles at negative integer points.
Recall Definition 7.4. Note that due to (163) we have
(167) x0|Aηpm,uq “ x0|Aη`pm,uq,
and thus
(168)
xAη1pµ1, uqAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy “ xAη1` pµ1, uqAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy
and
(169)
xAη1pµ1, uqAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy˝ “ xAη1` pµ1, uqAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy˝.
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Consider the disconnected correlator in the RHS of (168). Recall that
(170)
A
η
`pm,uq :“
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
Id`
ÿ
lPZ` 1
2
8ÿ
s“1
8ÿ
k“0
uk
F
η
k,lpm, sq
pm` 1q . . . pm` sqEl´s,l.
Consider the Id-part of Aη1` . Note that the inclusion-exclusion formula for the
connected correlator in terms of the disconnected ones for n ě 2 will always contain
the term of the form
(171) xAη1` pµ1, uqyxAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy,
with the opposite sign. Note that in the one-point correlator only the Id-part gives
a nonzero contribution. More precisely,
(172) xAη1` pµ1, uqy “
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
This is precisely the factor which the Id-part of the operator Aη1` contributes to
xAη1` pµ1, uqAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy, i.e.C
8ÿ
k“´1
uk
Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
IdAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uq
G
(173)
“ xAη1` pµ1, uqyxAη2pµ2, uq . . .Aηnpµn, uqy
This means that these contributions precisely cancel in the inclusion-exclusion for-
mula. Similar reasoning proves that for n ě 2 the Id-parts of the A-operators do
not give any nonzero contributions into the connected correlator at all. Thus any
connected multi-point correlator can only have poles coming from the Id-less parts
of the A-operator.
Let us return to the correlator of rA-operators. We are interested in its depen-
dence on µ1. Let us prove that for any r we have
(174) Res
µ1“´r
B
A
η1pµ1, uq rApµ2, uq ¨ ¨ ¨ rApµn, uqF˝ “ 0.
For r R Zą0 it is clear. Consider r P Zą0. From Lemma 7.5 for the disconnected
correlator we have
(175) Res
µ1“´r
B
A
η1pµ1, uq
nź
i“2
rApµi, uqF “ cη1pµ1qB rAp´r, uq nź
i“2
rApµi, uqF,
where cη1pµ1q is the coefficient in Lemma 7.5. Recalling equations (126), (130) and
(129) we can see that the RHS of the previous equality reduces to
(176) C
B
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2qαr
nź
i“2
α´µi
µi
F
for some specific coefficient C that depends only on r and η1. Because rαk, αls “
kδk`l,0, and αr annihilates the vacuum, this residue is zero unless one of the µi
equals r for i ě 2.
Now return to the connected n-point correlator for n ą 2. It can be calculated
from the disconnected one by the inclusion-exclusion principle, so in particular it is
a finite sum of products of disconnected correlators. Hence the connected correlator
is also a rational function in µ1, and all possible poles must be inherited from the
disconnected correlators. The above reasoning implies that we can assume µi “ r
for some i ě 2. Without loss of generality we can assume that it is the case for
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i “ 2, and µi ­“ r for i ě 3. Then we get a contribution from (176), but this is
canceled in the inclusion-exclusion formula exactly by the term coming from
Res
µ1“´r
B
A
η1pµ1, uq rApr, uqFB nź
i“3
rApu, µjqF
(177)
“ C
B
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2qαr α´r
FB
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2q
nź
i“3
α´µi
F
“ C
B
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i
i
¸
exp puF2qαr
nź
i“2
α´µi
F
Thus we have proved (174) for n ą 2, which implies that for n ą 2 we have
(178) ruksx rApµ1, uq . . . rApµn, uqy˝ “ ÿ
η1Pt1,2u
rPk;η1pµ1;µ2, . . . , µnqξη1µ1 ,
where rPk;η1pµ1;µ2, . . . , µnq is some expression polynomial in µ1. Since the total
degree of the correlator as a rational function in µ1 was bounded by 9pk`n´1q`2
as explained above, now that we know that it is actually a polynomial, we see that
its degree of rPk;η1 pµ1;µ2, . . . , µnq in µ1 is still bounded by the same number, i.e.
by 9pk ` n´ 1q ` 2.
Now consider the case of 2-point correlators. Let us prove that they do not have
poles at negative integers for the nonzero genus case. For r P Zą0 we have
Res
µ1“´r
ruks
B
A
η1pµ1, uq rApµ2, uqF(179)
“ Cruks
B
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i puq
i
¸
exp puF2qαr α´µ2
F
.
This is nonzero only for µ2 “ r and equal to
Cruks
B
exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αip
˚
i puq
i
¸
exp puF2q
F
.
Note that a nonzero power of u comes either from p˚i puq, and then it comes together
with some αi where i ą 0, or from the exponential, and then it comes together with
F2. It cannot come from the exponential, since F2|0y “ 0, and it cannot come from
p˚i puq, since αi|0y “ 0 for i ą 0. Thus for k ą 0 the residue vanishes. The bound
on the degree in µ1 in this case is an obvious implication of Proposition 6.2.
What remains is to prove that stable one-point correlators are polynomial. Note
that
(180) ruks xApm,uqy “ Fˇ
η
k pmq
m2
,
since for any i, j we have xEi,jy “ 0. Note that equations (134), (136), (69), and
(137) together imply that for k P Zě0
Fˇ
η
2kpmq “ 0,(181)
Fˇ
η
2k´1pmq “ m2
kÿ
i“0
G
η
k´ipm,mq ¨ ru2i´1s
1
ζpumq
1
m
,(182)
where Gηkpρ,mq are the polynomials from the RHS of (69). We need to prove
that polynomials Fˇ η2k´1pmq are divisible by m2 for k P Zě1. Note that the only
interesting term in the sum in the RHS of (182) is the term with i “ 0 as we know
that Gηkpm,mq are polynomials in m and that ru2i´1sζpumq´1 is polynomial in m
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divisible by m2 for i ą 0. Thus we only need to prove that Gηkpm,mq is divisible by
m2 for k ą 0. But this is exactly the result of Lemma 5.18. Hence, we have proved
the polynomiality of the stable one-point correlators. The bound on the degree in
µ1 in this case is, again, an obvious implication of Proposition 6.2.
We conclude that the statement in (178) holds for n “ 1 and n “ 2 as well, as
long as pn, kq R tp1,´1q, p2, 0qu. Together with the fact that the correlator (162)
is symmetric in µ1, . . . , µn and the fact that functions ξ
1
m and ξ
2
m (as functions of
m) are linearly independent over the ring of polynomials in m, this implies the
statement of the theorem.
This completes the proof of the polynomiality of the stable A-correlators. 
8. Towards a combinatorial proof of topological recursion
Recall the connected correlators of the extended Ooguri-Vafa partition function
defined in Equation (41). From connected correlators we can define some correlation
differentials ω˜g,n via their expansion at Λ “ 8
ω˜g,n :“ Q´n
8ÿ
µ1...µn“1
Cpgqµ1...µn
nź
i“1
p´µiq dΛi
Λµi`1i
.(183)
We a priori do not know whether these differentials ω˜g,n coincide with correlation
differentials ωg,n, obtained through topological recursion, or even whether they are
well-defined on the curve. However, Theorem 4.1 implies that the quasipolynomi-
ality result in Theorem 7.1 is equivalent to the following
Theorem 8.1. Correlation multidifferentials ω˜g,n are well-defined meromorphic
differentials on the spectral curve (33), moreover, they are expressed in terms of
ξ-functions (45) in the following way
ω˜g,npU1, . . . , Unq “
ÿ
a1...an
d1...dn
ca1...and1...dn
nź
i“1
d
ˆ
d
dλi
˙di
ξaipUiq,(184)
where sum over di is finite and each ai runs from 1 to 2.
This is another way to state the main result of this paper.
Remark 8.2. It is straightforward to check that ω˜g,n satisfy the linear abstract
loop equation, as well as the projection property [8, 3] (the necessary checks for
unstable correlation differentials are performed in the next section ). So, in order
to be able to claim that ω˜g,n “ ωg,n, it remains to prove the quadratic abstract
loop equation.
9. Unstable correlators
In this section we prove that the unstable correlation differentials for the BEM
spectral curve coincide with the expressions derived from the semi-infinite wedge
formalism.
9.1. The case pg, nq “ p0, 1q. We consider the 1-point correlation differentials in
genus 0.
Theorem 9.1. We have:
d
dλ
F0,1pUq p´1q
Q2
` logpA2q “ ypUq ´ γ
Q
xpUq(185)
In order to prove this theorem, we first calculate the 1-point vacuum expectation
in genus 0.
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Lemma 9.2. We have
Cp0qm “
Qp1´A2q
m2
Apb´1qmp´1qmPppb´1qm,1qm´1 p1´ 2A2q(186)
Proof. Notice that
Cp0qm “
1
b
Q
“
u´1
‰
Kmpuq.(187)
Since the only term that contributes to the vacuum expectation in E0 is the sum-
mand proportional to the identity operator, we have:“
u´1
‰
Kmpuq “
“
u´1
‰ A rApm,umqE(188)
“ “u´1‰ Abm
mζpumq
ÿ
λ$m
lpλqź
i“1
ˆ pAi ´A´iq
i
mb
Spiumq
Spiub´1q
˙λi´λi`1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
“ A
bm
m2
ÿ
λ$m
lpλqź
i“1
˜
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ pAi ´A´iq
i
mb
˙λi´λi`1¸
“ bp1´A
2q
m2
Apb´1qmp´1qmPppb´1qm,1qm´1 p1´ 2A2q,
where we used Corollary 5.7 in the last line. Plugging this into (187) proves the
lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Compare the expression for C
p0q
m given by Lemma 9.2 with
expansion of function ξ1pUq given by Equation (44). We see that the genus zero
1-point free energy F0,1 analytically continued to the whole curve must be equal to
F0,1pUq “
8ÿ
m“1
Cp0qm Λ
´m “ Qp1´A2q
ˆ
d
dλ
˙´2
ξ1pUq(189)
for an appropriate choice of the integration constants (such that the constant and
the linear in Λ terms do not appear in the expansion of F0,1); pd{dλq´2 appears
due to the presence of the factor 1{m2 in (186). Integrating ξ1pUq once we getˆ
d
dλ
˙´1
ξ1pUq “ p´1q
1´A2 log
ˆ
1´Ab`1U
A2 ´Ab`1U
˙
.(190)
Comparing this expression with the formula for y given in Equation (33) proves the
theorem 
9.2. The case pg, nq “ p0, 2q. In this section we prove that connected 2-point
resolvent in genus 0 agrees with the expansion of the standard Bergman kernel on
genus zero spectral curve.
Theorem 9.3. We have:
F0,2pU1, U2q “ Q2 rlogpU1 ´ U2q ´ logpΛ1 ´ Λ2qs .(191)
Proof. From explicit form of ΛpUq it is easy to conclude that right hand side of
Equation (191) has expansion at Λ1,2 “ 8 of the form
8ÿ
µ1,µ2“1
cµ1,µ2Λ
´µ1Λ´µ2(192)
with some coefficients cµ1,µ2 . Therefore, the theorem follows from Lemmas 9.4 and
9.5 below that provide the explicit computation of the expansion of the left hand
side and the right hand side of Equation (191). 
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Lemma 9.4. For the connected, genus zero part of the 2-point correlator we have:
Cp0qµ1,µ2 “ Q2
pa´ 1qb
pµ1 ` µ2q
`ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbqξ1µ1ξ1µ2 ` a `ξ1µ1ξ2µ2 ` ξ2µ1ξ1µ2˘˘ ,(193)
where ξ1m and ξ
2
m are the coefficients in front of Λ
´m in the Λ´1-expansion of the
functions ξ1pUq and ξ2pUq, respectively.
Proof. The connected 2-point correlator is manifestly given in terms of semi-infinite
wedge formalism byC
Q2Abpµ1`µ2q
µ1µ2
8ÿ
k“0
rEk´µ1puµ1q
˜ÿ
λ
...
¸
8ÿ
l“0
rEl´µ2puµ2q
˜ÿ
ν
...
¸G
,(194)
where ˜ÿ
λ
...
¸
:“
¨˝ÿ
λ$k
lpλqź
i“1
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ
Ai ´A´i
i
µ1b
Spiuµ1q
Spiub´1q
˙λi´λi`1‚˛,
˜ÿ
ν
...
¸
:“
¨˝ÿ
ν$l
lpνqź
j“1
1
pνi ´ νi`1q!
ˆ
Aj ´A´j
j
µ2b
Spjuµ2q
Spjub´1q
˙νj´νj`1‚˛.
Note that we have rE-operators inside the average instead of E-operators, because
the ζpzq´1 summands in E0pzq are canceled via the inclusion-exclusion formula that
transforms the disconnected correlators into the connected ones.
Thus the correlator is represented as a double sum over k, l ě 0. The vacuum
expectation in non equal to zero only for the summands where k ´ µ1 ą 0 and
l ´ µ2 ă 0. Using this and the commutation formula for the rE-operators (6), we
see that the right hand side of Equation (194) is equal to
C
8ÿ
k,l“0
kąµ1
lăµ2
Q2Abpµ1`µ2q
µ1µ2
ζpupkµ2 ´ lµ1qqEk`l´µ1´µ2pupµ1 ` µ2qq
˜ÿ
λ
...
¸˜ÿ
ν
...
¸G(195)
The genus 0 contribution is given by the coefficient in front of u0. The average
of E-operator is non-zero only when k` l´ µ1 ´ µ2 “ 0. Thus the coefficient of u0
in formula (195) is equal to
8ÿ
k,l“0
kąµ1
lăµ2
k`l“µ1`µ2
Q2Abpµ1`µ2q
µ1µ2
pkµ2 ´ lµ1q
pµ1 ` µ2q
¨˝ÿ
λ$k
lpλqź
i“1
1
pλi ´ λi`1q!
ˆ
Ai ´A´i
i
µ1b
˙λi´λi`1‚˛
(196)
¨˝ÿ
ν$l
lpνqź
j“1
1
pνi ´ νi`1q!
ˆ
Aj ´A´j
j
µ2b
˙νj´νj`1‚˛
Taking into account all the restrictions on k and l as well as explicit expression for
sums over partitions in terms of Jacobi polynomials (given in Corollary 5.7), we
can rewrite formula (196) as
µ2´1ÿ
l“0
Q2pµ2 ´ lq
pµ1 ` µ2 ´ lql p´1q
µ1`µ2Apb´1qµ1`pb´1qµ2p1´A2q2b2(197)
ˆ Ppµ1b´µ1´µ2`l,1qµ1`µ2´l´1 p1´ 2A2qP
pµ2b´l,1q
l´1 p1 ´ 2A2q
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We can further simplify this expression. Note that we have the following decom-
position into simple fractions with respect to l
pµ2 ´ lq
pµ1 ` µ2 ´ lql “
1
µ1 ` µ2
ˆ
µ2
l
´ µ1
µ1 ` µ2 ´ l
˙
(198)
Using three-term relation (59) in the form
p1 ´ aqρb
k
J
ρ
k´1 “ Jρk ` pa` 1qJρk´1 ` aJρk´2(199)
where for brevity we use the notation Jρk :“ Jkpρq “ Ppρb´k´1,1qk p1 ´ 2aq, a “ A2,
we can rewrite formula (197) as
Q2p´1qµ1`µ2Apb´1qµ1`pb´1qµ2p1 ´A2qb
pµ1 ` µ2q(200)
ˆ
µ2ÿ
l“0
˜
J
µ1
µ1`µ2´l´1
J
µ2
l ` p1` aqJµ1µ1`µ2´l´1J
µ2
l´1 ` aJµ1µ1`µ2´l´1J
µ2
l´2
´ Jµ1µ1`µ2´lJ
µ2
l´1 ´ p1 ` aqJµ1µ1`µ2´l´1J
µ2
l´1 ´ aJµ1µ1`µ2´l´2J
µ2
l´1
¸
Most of the summands in the last expression cancel and we finally obtain (applying
the three-term relation in its original form (59) so that only the Jacobi polynomials
appearing in the expansions of the ξ-functions remain) the following expression for
the connected 2-point correlator in genus 0:
Q2p´1qµ1`µ2Apb´1qµ1`pb´1qµ2p´1qp1´A2qb
pµ1 ` µ2q(201)
ˆ
˜
ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbqJµ1µ1´1Jµ2µ2´1 ` a
`
J
µ1
µ1´1
J
µ2
µ2´2
` Jµ1µ1´2Jµ2µ2´1
˘¸
“ Q
2pa´ 1qb
pµ1 ` µ2q
˜
ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbqξ1µ1ξ1µ2 ` a
`
ξ1µ1ξ
2
µ2
` ξ2µ1ξ1µ2
˘¸

Denote by E the Euler operator
E “
ˆ
Λ1
B
BΛ1 ` Λ2
B
BΛ2
˙
(202)
Lemma 9.5. We have
E log pU1 ´ U2q “ bp1´ aqˆ(203)
8ÿ
µ1,µ2“1
`ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbq ξ1µ1ξ1µ2 ` a `ξ1µ1ξ2µ2 ` ξ2µ1ξ1µ2˘˘Λ´µ11 Λ´µ22
Proof. Recall the expression for ΛpUq given by Equation (35). The coefficient in
front of Λ´µ11 Λ
´µ2
2 in the expansion of E log pU1 ´ U2q is equal to the following
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residue:
rΛ´µ11 Λ´µ22 sE logpU1 ´ U2q(204)
“ 1p2π?´1q2
¿
Λ1
¿
Λ2
Λµ1´11 Λ
µ2´1
2
ˆ
Λ1
B
BΛ1 ` Λ2
B
BΛ2
˙
logpU1 ´ U2qdΛ1dΛ2
“ 1p2π?´1q2
¿
Λ1
¿
Λ2
Λµ1´11 Λ
µ2´1
2
ˆ
Λ1
dΛ2
dU2
´ Λ2dΛ1
dU1
˙
1
pU1 ´ U2qdU1dU2
“ Iµ1p1, 0qIµ2p1, 0q ` b
´
A2pb`1q ´A2pb´1q
¯
Iµ1 p0, 1qIµ2p0, 1q
` bpAb´1 ´Ab`1qA2b pIµ1p´1, 1qIµ2p0, 1q ` Iµ1 p0, 1qIµ2p´1, 1qq ,
where
Iµpx, yq :“ 1
2π
?´1
¿
U,8
Uµ´x
p1 ´Ab`1Uqbµ´y
p1 ´Ab´1Uqbµ`y dU(205)
These integrals are computed below, in Lemma 9.6. In particular, we have:
Iµp1, 0q “ b
`
Ab´1 ´Ab`1˘ Iµp0, 1q “ bp1´A2qp´1qξ1µ(206)
Iµp0, 1q “ p´1qA´b`1ξ1µ
Iµp´1, 1q “ A´2bp´1q
“ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbq ξ1µ ` aξ2µ‰
where we used integration by parts to evaluate the first integral. Substituting these
expressions we obtain that the coefficient of Λ´µ11 Λ
´µ2
2 in E logpU1 ´ U2q is equal
to
bp1´ aq `ppa` 1q ` pa´ 1qbq ξ1µ1ξ1µ2 ` a `ξ1µ1ξ2µ2 ` ξ2µ1ξ1µ2˘˘(207)

Lemma 9.6. We have:
Iµpx, yq :“ 1
2πI
¿
U,8
Uµ´x
p1´A`Uqbµ´y
p1´A´Uqbµ`y dU(208)
“ A
2bpµ´yqp´1qµ´x´2y`1
A
µ´x´2y`1
`
P
pµpb´1q`x`y´1,2y´1q
µ´x´2y`1 p1 ´ 2A2q.
Proof. Explicit calculation using expansion obtained in Lemma 4.3. 
10. Quantum curve
In this Section we derive a quantum spectral curve for a natural wave function
obtained from the extended Ooguri-Vafa partition function given by the vacuum
expectation formula (25). In this derivation we follow closely the ideas used in [44,
36].
A natural wave function ΨpΛq is obtained by the substitution p¯i :“ Q´1Λi in
Zext restricted to the topological locus with the simultaneous change ~ Ñ ´~
(cf. the general formulas and computation for low genera above — we need a sign
adjustment of p´1qn for the n-point functions, which can be achieved by replacing
~
2g´2`n by p´~q2g´2`n). We have:
ΨpΛq “
C
exp
˜
8ÿ
j“1
α´j
j
¨ A
j ´A´j
ζp´j~q
¸
exp p´~bF2q exp
˜
8ÿ
i“1
αiΛ
iAib
i
¸G
“
8ÿ
ℓ“0
ΛℓAℓb exp
ˆ
´~bℓ
2 ´ ℓ
2
˙ ℓź
i“1
Ae´~pi´1q{2 ´A´1e~pi´1q{2
e´~i{2 ´ e~i{2
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Here we used that sR|pi“ri is non-trivial only for R “ pℓ, 0, 0, . . . q, in which case it
is equal to rℓ, and the fact that
s˚ℓ :“ sℓ|pi“p˚i “
ℓź
i“1
Ae~pi´1q{2 ´A´1e´~pi´1q{2
e~i{2 ´ e´~i{2 .
Theorem 10.1. We have:
(209)
”´
e´
~
2
Λ d
dΛ ´ e ~2Λ ddΛ
¯
´ ΛAbe´~bΛ ddΛ
´
Ae´
~
2
Λ d
dΛ ´A´1e ~2Λ ddΛ
¯ı
Ψ “ 0.
Proof. We denote the ℓ-th term in the representation of Ψ above by ψℓ, that is,
Ψ “ ř8ℓ“0 ψℓ. Note that
ψℓ`1
ψℓ
“ ΛAbe~bℓ Ae
´~ℓ{2 ´A´1e~ℓ{2
e´~pℓ`1q{2 ´ e~pℓ`1q{2 ,
or, in other words,´
e´
~
2
Λ d
dΛ ´ e ~2Λ ddΛ
¯
ψℓ`1 “ ΛAbe´~bΛ ddΛ
´
Ae´
~
2
Λ d
dΛ ´A´1e ~2Λ ddΛ
¯
ψℓ,
which implies the statement of the theorem. 
The differential-difference operator annihilating the wave function Ψ (209) is the
quantum spectral curve. Under the dequantization expp~Λ d
dΛq Ñ V we obtain the
equation
Λ “ 1´ V
Ab`1V ´bp1´A´2V q ,
which is an equivalent way to present the BEM spectral curve (33) (in this form it
is given in [7, Equation (3.26)]).
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